
Kally and Pop-pop



Once upon a time there was a person named Pop-pop and a unicorn named Kally. Pop-
pop had long hair and an Elsa dress on. Kally had rainbow hair.

They were a school in the rain forest and when they looked out the window and see trees 
and the sky.

They felt happy because it wasn't too rainy and it was a nice day. They loved playing in the 
park after lunch and recess. They saw the park out of the window.  

Pop-pop said, "I'm excited."

Kally said, "I'm excited too! I can't wait to play in the park."





Kally realized she was missing her horn! 

Pop-pop said, “Where is your horn? Maybe it'll grow back?” 

Kally, said, “It might. We need magic!” 

To find their magic, they needed to get extra happy! 

Kally said , “Let’s try going to get ice cream!” They walk to the ice store, to get ice cream on 
top of glazed donuts. After they ate their snack they started to feel hype and really happy. 
Now that they were happy they snapped three times to teleport to the magic store. They 
were so surprised when they get to the magic store, because it isn’t as beautiful as they 
thought. But, they do see glittery unicorns, shiny unicorns, all types of unicorns horns.





Kally went to the shiny horns and said, “Hmm look at this blue shiny horn, do you think it’s 
good enough?” 

Pop-pop said, “Too shiny.” 

Then they walked to the regular horns, a rainbow one caught their eyes and they both 
said, “It’s perfect!”

Pop-pop felt jealous because she wanted a horn too, so Kally bought her a horn too and 
Pop-pop became a unicorn person. Kally put her horn on and felt very unicornish. 

Pop-pop said, “What should we do now? Go to the park?” 

“No,” Kally said, “now we’re ready for some good old unicorn fun.”


